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Abstract
On March 20, 1998, Sandia National Laboratories performed a double-blind test of the DKL LifeGuard human presence detector and tracker. The test was designed to allow the device to search for individuals well within the product's published operational parameters. The Test Operator of the DKL LifeGuard was provided by the manufacturer and was a high-ranking member of DKL management. The test was developed and implemented to verify the performance of the device as specified by the manufacturer. The device failed to meet its published specifications and it performed no better than random chance.
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Introduction

Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico, was asked by the Department of Energy’s Office of Safeguards and Security, NN-51, to perform a basic performance evaluation of the DKL LifeGuard (Model 2) human presence detector and tracker from DielectroKinetic Laboratories, LLC (DKL). This device has been advertised by the manufacturer to be capable of detecting living human beings at distances of up to 500 meters through any material. The existence of such a device could be a tremendous help in the areas of search and rescue, law enforcement, and security. Needless to say, the announcement of such a device has gained attention in government circles. The question posed to Sandia was simply: Does this device work?

The guiding principle adopted for this evaluation was to design a test procedure and test layout that would fairly determine whether the device would perform as advertised. Using the product literature, a physical layout was designed with large plastic shipping crates that would allow the operator to use the device well within its advertised capabilities, while preventing any evidence of the Test Target’s location to be perceived by the Test Operator. The test was double-blind and random. In other words, the goal was to present the Test Operator with a test that would not be difficult to pass if the device operated as stated and would rely solely on the operation of the device and not rely on the Test Operator having any other information about the location of the Test Target.

Definitions

**Double Blind Evaluation** – neither the test participants nor the test administrators know the results or the conditions of the test while testing is in progress (to prevent inadvertent transfer of information between test administrators and test participants).

**Test Type** – separate test sequences (A, B, and C described below), each consisting of individual trials.

**Trial Number** – a separate test event within either Test A, B, or C where a Test Operator uses the DKL to determine human presence, or lack thereof, in a set of crates.

**Test Operator** – individual who uses DKL in trial.

**Test Target** – individual who hides in one of the crates during a trial.

**Actual Crate** – crate where Test Target hides during operation of DKL.

**Selected Crate** – crate indicated by DKL Test Operator to have an individual hidden inside.

**Test Set-up Manager** – individual who directs Test Targets to hide in specific crates and then determines that no visible clues remain that would indicate which crate is occupied.

**Test Operations Manager** – individual who supervises the test and recording of test results once the Test Target is hidden in a crate.

**Test Recorder** – individual who records the test results.
**Physical Layout**

The first parameter defined for the physical layout was the distance between the Test Target and the Test Operator. The product literature specifications for the Model 2 (the model tested) states, “Range: Selectable 0-10 meters or 0-20 meters.” This differs somewhat from the range description on page 12 of the Operator’s Manual, which states the following: “Most operators can get maximum range in open air past 20 meters using a walk-by and about 30 meters using a scan.” The scan method was the method used by the operator during these tests. Using the more conservative 20 meters range, the chosen distance of 50 feet (15.2 meters) is well inside the 20 meters maximum range stated in the product specifications (over 15 feet or 23.8% inside the maximum range). A shorter distance could have been used but at the risk of the Test Operator seeing or hearing something that might indicate the location of the Test Target.

Next the separation between the test locations was chosen. The product literature specifications for the Model 2 state: “Accuracy: ±5° @ 20 meters.” A separation distance of 30 feet (9.1 meters) was chosen. The 30 feet separation between the crates with the 50 feet scanning distance results in an angular separation of ±31°, more than six times the stated accuracy.

Some means of visually screening the Test Target from the view of the Test Operator had to be found. Several plastic high-density polyethylene (HDPE) crates were located. These shipping crates provided a visual barrier as well as clear Test Target locations. The fact that the crates were made of plastic seemed to be of no concern because the product literature states, “The LifeGuard can locate and track living humans through walls, barriers, and inside moving or stationary vehicles.” Also the specifications state, “Penetrates all forms of camouflaging” and “no known countermeasures.”

Another consideration was to select a location where no other people would be in proximity to the test area, especially in front of the Test Operator as he scanned for the Test Target. For this reason, a remote area on Kirtland Air Force Base was selected. Other factors that made this site attractive were the presence of an instrument trailer that could serve as a base of operation and a small structure (laser shed) behind which Test Targets could hide from view. **Figure 1** shows the final configuration of the test site. The 10° angle shown around crate number 3 is the product literature stated ±5° accuracy.

![Test site configuration diagram](image-url)
Purpose and Procedure of Three Tests

**Test A: Baseline Evaluation**

- Purpose of test is to let the Test Operator establish that unit is working to his satisfaction under test conditions where one Test Target occupies exactly one known crate per trial.
- **Test A results cannot and should not be construed as a true test of unit effectiveness since Test Operator has prior knowledge of actual location.**
- Test Operator is allowed as much time as needed to determine the location of the Test Target. In each trial in Test A, the DKL Test Operator is allowed to view which crate Test Target occupies as trial begins. The crate is chosen at random from Crates 1 - 5 (each crate has equal probability of being chosen, and exactly one crate has a Test Target in it.) Test Set-up Manager uses sealed test schedules randomly generated by an Excel spreadsheet provided to him for this test to direct Test Target as to which crate to occupy. Test Operator then uses DKL LifeGuard to “determine” which crate Test Target is in, even though he already knows. The purpose of this test is to establish that Test Operator believes device is working when he has full knowledge of test set-up. Test Recorder notes which crate Test Target is in and which crate is indicated by the DKL Test Operator after use of the device. Test Recorder uses the form provided to note results. There is no need to try to mask the test set-up for Test A since this is a baseline test. Test Operations Manager sees that test proceeds appropriately.

**Test B: Finding a Single Test Target Randomly Hidden in One of Five Crates**

- Purpose of test is to determine how well the Test Operator can use the DKL Lifeguard to differentiate between five crate locations when he knows that exactly one Test Target is present and that the five crates are equally likely to contain the Test Target.
- Test Operator has no known knowledge of actual crate containing hidden Test Target. In each trial in Test B, DKL Test Operator is not allowed to view which crate Test Target occupies at all. Test Set-up Manager is not allowed to see the scanning process or its results.
- Test Operator is allowed as much time as needed to determine the location of the Test Target. To begin the trial, Test Operations Manager escorts everyone present except Test Target and Test Set-up Manager to instrument trailer. All these individuals go into instrument trailer, including Test Operations Manager.

Test Set-up Manager uses sealed random test schedule provided to him for this test to direct Test Target as to which crate to occupy. When Test Target is placed, Test Set-up Manager checks carefully to see that no indication is present of the set-up. The Test Set-up Manager then knocks on the instrument trailer door, invites all inside to step outside, and he steps inside the instrument trailer and does not observe the outcome of the trial.

Test Operator then uses the DKL device to determine which crate contains hidden Test Target. Test Recorder notes which crate was indicated by the DKL Test Operator, using the form provided to note results. Test Operations Manager sees that test proceeds appropriately and then escorts the same group back to the instrument trailer for the next trial. The Test Set-up Manager leaves the instrument trailer as the others enter, without being informed of the test results and proceeds to set-up the next trial. No one learns the full results until the entire set of testing is completed.
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Test C: Finding Test Targets Randomly Hidden in Crates

- Purpose of test is to determine how well the Test Operator can use the DKL Lifeguard to determine which crates are occupied by a Test Target when Test Targets are randomly hidden in each crate with probability $\frac{1}{5}$. These tests are performed in blocks of five because five crates were available for use. Thus, from zero to five Test Targets could be present for each block of trials, although the expected number present in any given block of trials is one. Since the device is advertised as useful for detecting live bodies in rubble, this is a useful test for considering detection when multiple bodies can be present at different locations. Test Targets who are not deployed are hidden from view.

- Test Operator is allowed as much time as needed to determine the location of the Test Targets.

To begin the trial, Test Operations Manager escorts everyone present except Test Targets and Test Set-up Manager to instrument trailer. All these individuals go into instrument trailer, including Test Operations Manager.

Test Set-up Manager checks the random schedule and directs Test Targets to hide in crates or to hide behind the laser shed. Each crate has a 0.2 probability of having an occupant. When Test Targets are placed, Test Set-up Manager checks carefully to see that no indication is present of the set-up. The Test Set-up Manager then knocks on the instrument trailer door, invites all inside to step outside, and he steps inside the instrument trailer and does not observe the outcome of the trial.

Test Operator then uses the device to determine which crates contain hidden Test Targets. Test Recorder notes which crates were indicated by the DKL Test Operator to contain Test Targets. Test Recorder uses form provided to note results. Test Operations Manager sees that test proceeds appropriately. Test Operations Manager escorts the same group back to the instrument trailer for the next block of trials. The Test Set-up Manager leaves the instrument trailer as the others enter, without being informed of the test results and proceeds to set-up the next trial. No one learns the full results until the entire set of testing is completed.
Results

The following tables (Tables 1-3) list the raw data test results:

### Table 1. Test A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Actual Crate Occupied</th>
<th>Crate Indicated By LifeGuard Test Operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were 10 successes in 10 trials. Test Operator took approximately 30 minutes to complete 10 trials in Test A, including set-up time, an average of approximately 3 minutes per sequence of set-up and trial.

### Table 2. Test B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Actual Crate Occupied</th>
<th>Crate Indicated By LifeGuard Test Operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were 6 successes in 25 trials. The test of 25 trials took approximately 4.5 hours of total set-up and test time, and thus an average of 11 minutes per set-up and trial sequence.
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Table 3. Test C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Actual Crates Occupied</th>
<th>Crates Indicated By LifeGuard Test Operator as Being Occupied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>2,3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>3,4,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only 15 trials (in three blocks of five trials) were run due to lack of available time. These 15 trials took approximately 36 minutes. There was no time remaining for more trials of Test C or evaluation of the device using other Test Operators. An average of 12 minutes per sequence of set-up and block of trials (five trials per block) was used.

A random number generator, generating numbers between zero and four, was used for determining which crates were occupied during Test C. These random numbers were secretly preassigned to each crate, and then a DKL representative helped determine actual placement of Test Targets by choosing which number would dictate the presence of a Test Target.

**General Observations and Comments**

During the process of conducting Test A, the Test Operator located the Test Target in a short period of time (less than one minute) with no ambiguity. There were no indications from the Test Operator that he was having any trouble operating the device or that anything was interfering with the location determination.

During Test B, the Test Operator began to use longer times for the scanning process. As recommended in the Operator’s Manual (page 14), the Test Operator used triangulation to “narrow the possible location of an individual or individuals.” The Test Operator began to remark that static charge was causing a “residual” signal leading to false indications on crates that had been formerly occupied. He also stated that the “sharp edges” of the crates were distorting the field and were interfering with detection. However, published capabilities include statements such as “Penetrates all forms of camouflaging” and “no known countermeasures.”

Following the scoring of the results, the Test Operator also stated that the position of the Test Target (the Test Target had to sit low to the ground due to the low height of the crates) was causing the field to spread and reducing the horizontal accuracy of the device. A thorough search of the product literature revealed no mention of this field spreading effect. One of the observers remarked during this discussion that in rescue operations the person being sought would most likely be in a prone position. DKL responded by saying that in training they told rescue personnel that the device would only be effective to first indicate a living individual was still in a building and second that he/she was in the left or right half of the building.

**Analysis of Results**

**Analysis of Test A Results**

No analysis is needed. The Test Operator made ten “correct” identifications in ten trials and thereby established and stated that the device worked to his satisfaction under the test conditions. Note that everyone present at these trials would have the same success rate when asked to identify which crate was occupied by the Test Target.
**Analysis of Test B Results**

Test B was a test to see if the Test Operator could correctly identify the crate containing the hidden Test Target using the DKL Lifeguard when he had no prior knowledge of which crate was the correct one. Note that the Test Operator, without even using the DKL Lifeguard would be expected to guess right an average of 5 times out of the 25 trials. In addition, outcomes of guessing right 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 times out the 25 trials would not be unusual results, together occurring approximately 93% of the time and each individually occurring more than 5% of the time. For the Test Operator to completely miss or get only 1 correct would be an unusual event, as would for the Test Operator to get 9 or more correct if he were purely guessing. Thus, the 6 out of 25 correct is very consistent with pure guesswork on the part of the DKL Test Operator, and not at all consistent with any significant assistance being provided by the device.

The following table gives the probability that the Test Operator guesses correctly 0-12 times out of the 25, assuming no influence from the DKL on his choice. All other possible correct totals have probability of occurrence very close to zero.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Correct Guesses</th>
<th>Probability of Occurrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Additional Test B Analysis to Address Comments Made by DKL**

After the test results were revealed at the end of the day, the representatives from DKL expressed the opinion that they should be given some credit for adjacencies (i.e., the Test Operator indicated presence of the Test Target in one of the crates located next to the actual crate). As discussed in the section on physical layout of the test site, DKL states that Model 2 has an accuracy of ±5° @ 20 meters while the crate spacing of the test layout provides over 30° of angular separation.

Regardless of whether it makes sense to consider adjacencies, the numbers are still consistent with random chance. The Test Operator indicated the correct location 6 out of the 25 trials and the adjacent location 11 out of the 25 trials for a total of 17 out of the 25. This left a total of 8 trials whose results were neither correct nor adjacent. Given completely random chance and the actual sequence of locations used in placing the Test Target in crates, 17 or more combined hits and adjacencies can be shown to occur with probability 0.092. Therefore, the results are still consistent with random chance.
Analysis of Test C Results

Test C was a sequence of hit-or-miss trials in that the Test Operator was asked to decide whether a Test Target was present or not for each trial. There were 15 independent trials of presence or absence in a crate (probability of actual presence is $\frac{1}{5}$). The presence or absence of a Test Target in any given crate during a trial of Test C is completely independent of presence or absence of another Test Target in any other crate during the test.

The Test Operator knew that a random process determined the presence or absence of a Test Target for each crate. The process resulted in 3 of the 15 trials having an individual present. The Test Operator indicated the presence of an individual in 8 of the 15 trials. Only 1 of the 8 was coincident with the actual presence of an individual. In the 7 instances of the Test Operator indicating that no individual was present, an individual was actually present in another crate 2 times. This small number of trials resulted in a higher rate of actual human presence in the “no” calls that in the “yes” calls made by the Test Operator – the exact opposite of what should result if the device was effective. In any case, these results are very consistent with expectations from overlaying the following two independent random processes:

- Random placement of an individual with probability $\frac{1}{5}$ per trial, and
- Random “guess” of an individual present with probability $\frac{8}{15}$ per trial (since the Test Operator indicated presence of an individual $\frac{8}{15}$ of the time).

The overlay of the two independent processes results in a probability of $\frac{36}{75}$ [$\frac{1}{5} \times \frac{8}{15} + \frac{4}{5} \times \frac{7}{15} = \frac{36}{75}$] for a correct determination (absence or presence) for each trial. The 6 correct determinations (1 correct identification of presence and 5 correct identifications of absence) are fewer than the expected number of 7.2 ($15 \times \frac{36}{75}$). Thus, one concludes that the results of Trial C are consistent with random chance and the DKL device was ineffective.

Comparison of Results From “Test” A to Those from Test B

In Test A, there were 10 successes in 10 trials. (Note also that “Test” A took only one half hour.) In Test B, there were 6 successes in 25 trials. (Note that Test B took approximately 4.5 hours.) Comparing the results from “Test” A to those from Test B, we conclude that the only factor contributing to the correct calls of “Test” A was the prior knowledge the Test Operator had of the exact location of the Test Target.

In support of the above statement, we considered the question: “How likely is it that the same probability of success for the DKL Lifeguard unit under evaluation was operative for both Test A and Test B and the disparate results were due to random chance?” A statistical test known as Fisher’s Exact Test calculates the probability of getting results as different or even more different than those obtained for the two test phases. For this set of results, that probability is 0.000044. Thus, the observed difference is so unlikely, occurring 44 times in one million, that one concludes that the probability of detection was not the same in the two test phases A and B. Since the only condition that changed from Test A to Test B was the prior knowledge of the DKL Test Operator and the Test B results were no better than is expected from random chance, we conclude that the positive results of Test A is due solely to the prior knowledge of the DKL Test Operator of which crate was occupied in Test A.
Conclusions

Our evaluation of the DKL Lifeguard, although brief, leads us to conclude that the device performs no better than random chance. Although we only had time to evaluate the device with one Test Operator, that Test Operator was from the DKL organization, was selected by the manufacturer to perform the evaluation, and spent considerable time trying to use the device to the best of his ability. Thus, we conclude that no other Test Operator would be able to establish a better performance of the instrument except by chance.

The lack of an available DKL Lifeguard unit to remain in our possession after the day of testing did not permit us to perform a destructive physical evaluation of the DKL Lifeguard for this report.
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Appendix A
Discussions of the Physics of Operation
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**DKL product literature states:** "The LifeGuards’ effectiveness is determined primarily by three of the four variables of Pohl’s equation for dielectrophoresis force: the irregularity of the nonuniform electric field, the polarizability of the uncharged material, and the volume and shape of the uncharged material, which acts as a kind of antenna. The field generated by the beating human heart is not very intense, but it is very irregular. DKL then uses newly available polarizable materials and fabricates them into a size and shape that maximize the dielectrophoresis force.”

**Our response:** Dielectrophoresis is a real phenomenon that is used in biotechnology devices that separate biological cells in a fluid. These cells are extremely low in mass and the dielectrophoresis force is exerted by a strong electric field that has a high flux density gradient. The process is carried out in a small area between closely spaced electrodes. The net action of the dielectrophoresis force is to move these extremely small masses perhaps as far as a few millimeters. The reason for the high flux density gradient is the close proximity to the electrodes. In the near field of any point source of electrical charge the flux density gradient is high. However, in the far field (20 meters from the human heart is certainly far field) the flux density gradient reduces to nearly zero. The idea that an externally weak signal where the flux density gradient is nearly zero could provide sufficient torque to rotate the relatively large mass of the LifeGuard (let alone overcome the friction in the handle bearings) is clearly wrong.

**Another section of the published literature states:** “Simply put, dielectrophoresis says that when an uncharged but highly polarizable material is placed in an irregular electric field it will point toward the strongest part of the field, much the way a compass needle points toward the strongest part of the earth’s irregular magnetic field -- the North Pole. When a compass needle points to the North Pole, it is reacting to the irregular magnetic field, also called a nonuniform magnetic field. One part of a nonuniform field is always stronger than the others, and material without a charge of its own is always pulled toward the strongest part of the field, which physicists call the maximum spatial gradient position.”

**Our response:** The comparison between the earth’s magnetic field and the dielectrophoresis effect is a bad analogy. First of all, the compass needle is not responding to the nonuniformness of the earth’s magnetic field. If this were the case, compasses would not work at the equator where the earth’s magnetic field flux lines are parallel (zero-flux gradient). The compass needle simply aligns itself with the lines of magnetic flux regardless of the flux density gradient. DKL indicated in discussions following the tests that the antenna on the LifeGuard is used to receive the signal and convey that signal through a filter to the dielectric material over a wire. In their literature they also mention that the device is monitoring the electrical signals of 1.2 to 2.0 hertz (Hz) from the human heart. The wavelength of two hertz is 93,150 miles. The 15-inch antenna used on the LifeGuard is entirely inadequate for receiving signals of that wavelength. Typical antennas used for radio communications are of ¼ wavelength in length, which for the frequency response needed by the LifeGuard would be 23,287.5 miles or nearly 3 times the diameter of the earth. In addition, a dipole antenna (the type used by the LifeGuard) is most efficient when perpendicular to the signal flux, which is just the opposite of the case on this device.

These points about the physics of the device support the conclusion of the results of the empirical tests. This device cannot perform any better than random chance.
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